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SUMMARY of CHANGE
This document rescinds PPOM 19-049, Army National Guard (ARNG) Strength
Maintenance MEPS Processing effective 9 October 2019. The following summary
lists the changes:
o

Updates responsibilities of MEPS Guidance Counselors (GCs) (Para 1-2)

o

Removes Projections, Meals and Lodging from Chapter 2

o

Clarifies requirements for processing original source documents (Para 3-1)

o

Clarifies language to define a valid driver’s license and a state learner’s
permit/state identification (Para 3-1)

o

Adds guidance for routing a request for Driver’s License ETP through NGB ROC
(Para 3-1)

o

Updates medical processing instructions (Para 3-2)

o

Updates waivers and exceptions to policy (Para 3-3)

o

Updates terms and shipping procedures for post enlistment processing (Para 4-1)

o

Updates instructions for cancellations and renegotiations in REQUEST (Para 4-2)

o

Updates Training Seat Management for CIHSJR (Para 4-3)

o

Updates Training Seat Management for HSDG (Para 4-3)

o

Instructs the use of guidance found in SMOM 20-056 for Training Seat
Management of ROTC Cadets (Para 4-3)

o

Updates Training Seat Management ship window for CAT IV applicants (Para 4-3)

o

Updates instructions for IADT Coordinators to manage training seats for Warriors
that wish to ship early (Para 4-3)

o

Updates training cancellation request procedures for medical reasons (Para 4-3)

o

Moves instructions for JPAS status/security clearance verification from Para 4-4 to
Shipping procedures (Para 4-1)

o

Updates required automation systems (Para 5-1)
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o

Adds instructions for form use and routing to request access to Background
Investigation Reports (BIR) (Para 5-1)

o

Updates requirement for Warriors to have Special Agreement Check (SAC)
results prior to shipping to training (Para 6-2)

o

Updates National Agency Check with Local Agency Credit (NACLC) check
processing and procedures (Para 6-4)

o

Updates GC processing requirements for applicant security interviews (Para 6-9)

o

Removes note regarding permanent reservations and shipping restrictions for
Warriors pending results from DLAB or other tests (Para 6-10)

o

Adds requirement for MOS 15Q and 15W to complete flight physical upon
reporting to Fort Jackson, SC (Reception Battalion) (Para 7-2)

o

Updates current acronyms, forms and references for MEPS Processing
(Appendix A)

o

Updates HRR Form 907, 48-Hour Projection Checklist (Figure B1)

o

Removes 30 Day before Ship Quality Check instructions from Appendix B.

o

Adds note to recommend Microsoft Edge or Google Chrome browsers to access
REQUEST (Appendix C)
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1-1. Purpose
This policy provides processing guidance for ARNG Guidance Counselor (GC)
positioned at each Military Entrance Processing Station (MEPS). It enhances uniformity
across the ARNG organization to improve processing and shipping procedures,
standardizing ARNG MEPS operations across all locations within the Army National
Guard. This publication supports current National Guard Bureau regulations and policy
guidance.
The contents of this policy are authoritative and provide an operational framework for
MEPS processing standards for the Recruiting and Retention Battalion (RRB). Methods
and procedures may be supplemented based on MEPS Commander’s and RRB
standard operation procedures.
1-2. Responsibilities
a. Chief, Strength Maintenance Division will provide federal oversight through Staff
Assistance Visits (SAV) to ensure compliance with this policy.
b. MEPS Guidance Counselor (GC) is responsible for processing duties related to
day-to-day administrative actions and coordination for services provided within MEPS.
GC will complete the final phase of enlistment processing. All GCs will complete the
MEPS GC course conducted by the Strength Maintenance Training Center and earn
ASI-V7 within six months of duty assignment. Course attendance is determined by the
proponent. GCs will:
(1) Perform quality control (QC) checks for electronic MEPS projections using
Recruiter Zone (RZ). QC checks will be conducted at the 48 hour projection window and
communicated through process check point to identify any deficiencies requiring
corrections. Confirm all corrections are completed 24 hours prior to applicant arrival.
Projections that are not corrected within the 24 hour window will result in the
cancellation of the projected applicant in coordination with the RRB.
(2) Perform approval/disapproval workflow from process checkpoint.
(3) Commit projections from RZ to United States MEPCOM Integrated Resource
System (USMIRS).
(4) Provide liaison support on issues related to ARNG accessions.
(5) Verify all applicants meet MOS eligibility requirements for enlistment in DA
PAM 611-21 (https://www.milsuite.mil/book/groups/smartbookdapam611-21), AR 601210, Accession Options Criteria (AOC), and applicable Strength Maintenance Operating
Messages (SMOM).
(6) Perform a Date of Enlistment (DOE) QC by ensuring that the SF 507 is
reviewed to verify if there are any legal and illegal drug usage annotations to include the
MEPS physician remarks. The GC must also then ensure that any legal issues or illegal
drug usage listed matches the DD 1966/2 & DD 1966/4 along with Sections # 22 & 23 of
the SF 86 (if the illegal drug usage was within 7-years from the DOE). This includes
ensuring that all law violations listed are paid. Note: GC must also verify that the
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number and dates of marijuana usage are authorized for enlistment into Career
Management Field (CMF) 68* and 15* series as these CMF have stringent restrictions.
(7) Verify one valid vacancy control number is secured and two additional MOS
options (no control number) at the time of the 48 hour projection.
(8) Maintain all shipper packets at MEPS until orders have been uploaded.
(9) Perform “Before Ship QC” using the workflow 30 days prior to ship date. See
Appendix B for Before Ship procedures.
(10) Request orders and meal checks through MEPS operations section.
(11) Coordinate and report all changes to ship dates for Warriors to RRB.
(12) Make reservations for training based on National Guard Bureau (NGB)
shipping guidance.
(13) Inform newly accessed Warriors on their training path.
(14) Assist RRB with waiver submissions.
(15) Update Soldier Without a Reservation (SWAR) report in Recruit Quota
System (REQUEST).
(16) Assist IADT Manager on training seat renegotiations.
(17) Coordinate with direct ship sites for shipper packet sign out utilizing DD Form
200.
(18) Assist in resolving any ARNG Liaison Noncommissioned Officer (LNCO)
tickets in Vulcan for Warrior issues.
(19) Serve as liaison between ARNG GC office and United States Military
Entrance Processing Command (USMEPCOM) staff.
(20) Provide respective RRB with updates as needed to substantiate RRNCO
performance, applicant processing issues, and any additional policy changes to MEPS
operations.
(21) Generate all production reports and any additional information to NGB and
RRB.
(22) Inform RRB of new recruiter orientation dates.
(23) Provide training on MEPS procedures, packet preparation and other issues
related to MEPS processing of applicants when requested by RRB.
(24) Verify “Enlist Confirm” and “Ship Confirm” daily. Check “Flagged” reservations
and coordinate resolutions with REQUEST Operations Center (ROC) as needed. Failure
to perform in this subsection will result in suspension of permissions by NGB ROC until
compliance is met.
(25) Submit USMEPCOM Form 727 and 728 (if applicable) weekly for applicant
lodging data to NGB Resources Management Branch (RMB) for payment. Reconcile,
sign, and submit to RMB the end of month meals and lodging invoices No Later Than
(NLT) than 5th business day of the following month. Contact MEPS Regional Manager
for current Point of Contact for RMB.
(26) Direct Ship Warriors are not authorized MEPS lodging and meals
(27) Document all recruiter irregularities in the Strength Maintenance Tool portal at
https://smms.ngb.army.mil/SMMS. Upload Recruiting Standards Branch (RSB) Form 3
and all relevant supporting documents.
(28) Create and maintain an ARNG MEPS office Standard Operating Procedures
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(SOP). Provide RRB with SOP, schedules and times related to applicant processing.
(29) Coordinate meals and lodging through MEPS operations section as
prescribed.
(30) Maintain accountability of all MEPS office equipment and supplies.
(31) Print and action positive Drug and Alcohol Test (DAT) report from MIRS every
morning.
(32) Conduct Processing Procedure Reviews as directed by PPOM 20-021.
(33) Action all applicant processing as outlined in USMEPCOM Medical Prescreen
Program SOP.
(34) Verify all requirements are met as outlined in Selected Reserve Incentives
Program (SRIP) and NGR 600-7 prior to executing the training seat in REQUEST and
initiating the Guard ANNEX. Ensure all SRIP benefits are properly annotated on the
Guard ANNEX and the DD Form 1966 prior to signing the DD Form 4.
c. Recruiting and Retention Section Chief (RRSC) will ensure their projected
applicants arrive at MEPS prepared for projected processing.
(1) Inform applicants on proper attire.
(2) Inform applicants of scheduled processing.
(3) Be available to GC to assist with any problems during applicant processing.
(4) Provide transportation to transport applicants to and from their home of
record.
(5) Confirm all projections.
(6) Perform NCOIC checkpoint as outlined in current SMOM.
1-3. Administrative
Doctrine proponent for this policy is National Guard Bureau, Strength Maintenance
Division. Send comments and recommendations on DA Form 2028
(Recommended changes to publications and blank forms) directly to ARNG SMTC,
ATTN: Doctrine, 3400 Missouri Ave, Camp Robinson, North Little Rock, AR 72119-460
or via e-mail to ng.robinson.ngb-arng-pec.mbx.arng-hrr-t-doctrine@mail.mil.
1-4. Explanation of Abbreviation
See Appendix A.
1-5. Reference
See Appendix A Section II and III.
Chapter 2
Military Entrance Processing Station Operation
2-1. Guidance Counselor Office
GCs office will maintain a clean and professional manner at all times. The office will
properly display current ARNG branding in a clearly visible location.
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2-2. Guidance Counselor Attire
Military personnel assigned to MEPS will present themselves in appropriate duty
uniform except when determined by MEPS staff or RRB. Civilians will present
themselves in an appropriate business casual attire, for example polo shirt and khaki
pants. Personnel will not present themselves in jeans, shorts, t-shirts, sandals, or any
similar attire during duty hours. Additional guidance will be established by local SOP.
2-3. Work Station Requirements
GCs will have an individual workstation that provides privacy between GC and
applicant. GC workstations will be supported with a phone, computer, scanner, printer,
and signature pad. Workstations will contain NGB Policy, Strength Maintenance
Operational Messages, Personnel Policy Operational Messages and Education
Incentive Operational Messages. All State contract supported GCs will be approved by
NGB-HRR for authorization to work within MEPS. Approvals are based on space and
equipment availability.
Chapter 3
Applicant Processing
3-1. Processing
a. Biometric enrollment. When arriving for initial processing, all applicants are
enrolled into E-Security. MEPS operations staff will enroll each applicant, which consists
of electronic fingerprinting, social security verification and valid photo identification.
b. Source documents. All original source documents will be hand carried by
applicant and verified by GC prior to any applicant enlisting. Prior to projection, all
source documents must be scanned in clear, upright and legible in acceptable format.
(1) Authorized documents used for MEPS processing is outlined in AR 601-210,
AOC, current operational messages and UMR 601-23.
(2) Driver’s License (DL) requirements. Applicants who possess a learner’s
permit may utilize only as a valid state identification. Applicants are not authorized to
enlist into an MOS that requires a valid DL. A valid DL includes a provisional,
intermediate, graduated, restricted, or any other terminology used by the state to
identify a DL. The DL is not valid when it is suspended or when it expires while the
Warrior is attending Advanced Individual Training (AIT). If an MOS requires DL, the DL
must remain valid throughout the applicant’s scheduled training (Basic Combat Training
(BCT) and Advanced Individual Training (AIT)). Exceptions to policy will be submitted to
NGB ROC for consideration.
c. Testing consists of either Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB)
or one of a several special purpose tests. All applicants are required to possess
qualifying test scores to take multiple special tests based on their enlistment option and
MOS. GCs will confirm projections related to testing and provide RRB with the monthly
testing calendar.
d. Enlistment packets projected for accession will include all documents listed in
Figure B-1 HRR Form 907 (MEPS 48 Hour Projection Checklist).
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3-2. Medical Processing
a. Medical Prescreens are completed as outlined in USMEPCOM Medical
Prescreen Program SOP.
b. Walk on projections are granted In Accordance With (IAW) UMR 601-23.
c. Physical exams and medical consults are completed as outlined in DoDI 6130.03
and UMR 40-1.
d. Working copies of DD Form 2807-2/2808, SF 507 and updated UMF 680-ADP
with the Accession & Background data listed must be uploaded in RZ on the date of
physical/enlistment. Each form must be scanned into the corresponding file name in RZ
and not combined as one file or added to another file.
e. Drug and Alcohol Testing (DAT) and breath alcohol testing (BAT) programs are
completed as outlined in UMR 40-8.
3-3 Waivers and Exception to Policy
a. All applicants with an approved waiver or exception to policy must have a valid
memorandum outlining the disqualification. Applicants (except currently enrolled high
school students) with an approved administrative, conduct, age, or tattoo exception
must enlist and ship to training within 120 days of the approval. Exceptions to shipping
requirements may be granted by the ROC.
b. The MEPS GC or Operations NCO is responsible for verifying waiver validity.
Waivers are valid for 180 days from the date on the memorandum, unless otherwise
specifically listed on the memorandum. Medical waivers approved at NGB are valid for
the duration of the physical. Medical waivers approved at DMPM level are valid for 90
days from the memorandum date.
c. Administrative and Conduct Waivers. Applicants with a valid moral or conduct
waiver approved at NGB or DMPM level must enlist in a critical skills MOS. These
workflows are submitted only using the IKROme system Electronic Records
Management (ERM). These workflows may take up to 60 days to complete.
d. Medical Waivers. Medical waivers are submitted initially using Medical Action
Tracking System (MATS). Final disposition is provided by the Medical Waiver Authority
and then downloaded and loaded into the applicant’s profile of Recruiter Zone. The
Operations NCO will approve or disapprove the waiver when actioned by NGB. Waiver
requests for behavioral health Department of Military Personnel Management (DMPM)
will be projected in ERM to the Recruiting Operations Branch and be actioned by the
appropriate section. Same day medical waivers must be submitted to the entire waiver
team via email and endorsed by the recruiting commander or command sergeant major.
e. Tattoo Exceptions. Applicants with an approved tattoo exception must have all
tattoos which was disqualifying listed on the approval memorandum. Each applicant
must have a valid NGB Form 902, which outlines all tattoos. Applicants with new or
unlisted tattoos must have the request resubmitted to the appropriate authority. There
are no same day requests for these exceptions. These applicants must enlist in a critical
skill MOS. Exceptions for tattoos are submitted via ERM only. The MEPS GC must
ensure all tattoos are adequately listed on the NGB 902 and the approved
memorandum. These workflows may take up to 60 days to complete.
g. Age Exceptions. Applicants with an approved age exception must score at least a
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50 or above to request exceptions. Exceptions are submitted via ERM only. These
workflows may take up to 60 days to complete.
h. Prior Service Refresher Training Exceptions. Applicants may request an exception
to attend prior service refresher training as outlined by current policy guidance.
Applicants who enlist and request an exception must be submitted at least 60 days prior
to the scheduled ship date. All submissions are submitted to ng.ncr.ngb-arng.mbx.arngrecruiting-operations-branch@mail.mil. All dispositions will be captured in memorandum
format. No cancellation will be confirmed without a valid disposition memorandum.
Cancellation requirements are further outlined in chapter 4-2 of this policy.
Chapter 4
Post Enlistment Procedures
4-1. Shipping
a. Traditional Shippers are Warriors that ship to initial entry training (IET) from
MEPS. GCs will QC shipper packets and send GC workflow. Any missing or out of date
documents will be updated as needed (for example, high school letters and address
changes on orders).
(1) Phase 2 Warriors will have DD Form 220 that substantiates BCT graduation,
HRR Form 900, and valid driver’s license if applicable, prior to GC updating SWAR in
Update Reservation in REQUEST.
(2) Process and Procedures
(a) Confirm MEPCOM Integrated Resource System (MIRS) projection.
(b) Review and verify DD Form 1966 and SF 86. Any changes will be annotated
on block 34b of DD Form 1966. When no changes are made, GC will annotate, “no
changes made” in block 34b. GC and shipping Warrior will sign the DD Form 1966. GC
will upload completed ship recertification DD Form 1966 page 3 only in Core Admin
folder of RZ prior to shipping.
(c) Upload 680ADP prior to ship verification, ensuring the B000C WKID is
annotated in work history located on page 2.
(d) Ship confirm daily.
b. Direct Shippers are Warriors that do not return to MEPS to ship to Initial Entry
Training. MEPS GC Direct Ship Requirements are as follows:
(1) Project all shippers in MIRS (United States Military Integrated Resource
System) NLT 29 days prior to ship date. The ARNG MEPS GC will annotate the mode
of travel (to include airport name) and DOB in the remarks field of the projection. Use
code “S” when projecting in MIRS.
(2) A Shipper Report will be generated monthly from REQUEST showing next 90
days shippers. Coordinate/communicate with Recruit Sustainment Program (RSP) as
necessary.
(3) Perform Shipper Quality Control packet review at the 30-day NG BS QC
workflow in RZ. The Shipper QC screening process will occur to ensure the Warriors
are administratively correct prior to shipping.
(4) Perform Shipper Quality Control packet review at the 3 to 7 day NG SC QC
workflow in RZ. The Shipper QC screening process will occur to ensure the Warriors
are administratively correct prior to shipping.
(5) Communicate with Direct Ship Site (DSS) to ensure necessary documents
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are scanned into RZ and Vulcan (examples are marriage/birth certificates, legal actions,
high school diploma, driver’s license, 4187, orders, clothing record).
(6) Ensure the Warrior ships with required documents on the USMEPCOM
packet breakdown checklist.
(7) Ensure that STO-2 shippers have the following:
(a) DD Form 220 (Active Duty Report) scanned into RZ to substantiate BCT
graduation.
(b) Any other new necessary documents are scanned into GCR and RZs
(marriage/birth certificate, legal actions, high school diploma, driver’s license, DA From
4187, orders, clothing record).
(8) Coordinate with MEPS operations for transportation and meal vouchers and
communicate with RSP sites as necessary.
(9) Act as liaison between DSS and MEPS personnel.
(10) Verify the Joint Personnel Adjudication System (JPAS) status of the Warrior
by reviewing the statements in the Manage Investigation section of RZ. Due to the high
number of Warriors arriving with no investigation submitted, incorrect investigation,
suspended or denied investigation at Army training installations, Department of the
Army has instructed that no Army component (Army, Army Reserve and Army National
Guard) Warrior will be allowed to ship to any training base until their investigation is in
one of the following status listed below. Please email (unencrypted) Accession
Suitability Office (ASO) with any questions, issues, or concerns at
usarmy.knox.ngb.mbx.arng-accessions-suitability@mail.mil. Minimum requirements are
the Warrior’s name and PRID. Do not send PII.
(a) Case Scheduled.
(b) No Investigation is needed since a National Agency Check with Local Agency
(NACLC) is current.
(c) Closed Complete Status.
(d) JPAS X.
(11) All shipper packets will be released to the DSS at a minimum of 5 working
days prior to ship date. DSS must be in close coordination with RSP Sites to take
immediate action on any needed corrections. Warriors identified with issues requiring
special medical tests and applicable waivers MUST be projected as a MEPS shipper
(Do Not Direct Ship). DA Form 200 must be utilized whether receiving or sending all
shipper packets at the MEPS office.
(12) GC will ensure that all Warrior data is updated and all documents are
scanned into RZ.
(13) Ship Confirm all verified shippers in REQUEST after notification from RSP
Report all DSS “No-shows” to the MEPS Command upon receiving the information from
the DSS in accordance with local MEPS SOP.
(14) Ensure USMEPCOM completes “B000C” transaction in MIRS. Print
USMEPCOM 680-3-ADP and scan into RZ.
(15) Return all meal checks within 5 days to USMEPCOM for all non-shippers.
4-2. Cancellations and Renegotiations in REQUEST
a. Cancellations and renegotiation requests will be submitted to NGB ROC via
SharePoint by the Recruit Sustainment Program (RSP) Manager, Initial Active Duty
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Training (IADT) Manager or MEPS GC. All renegotiation and cancellations will be
actioned in REQUEST by NGB ROC with exceptions in paragraph 4-2 d (3).
b. All required documentation should be uploaded in both the ROC SharePoint Site
and ERM no later than 45 days prior to scheduled ship date.
c. The following documents are required to staff all cancellation and renegotiation
requests:
(1) Completed DA 4187 signed off on by the Battalion or Recruit Sustainment
Program (RSP) Commander. NGB ROC will not accept “by” or “for the Commander”
signatures. DA 4187 template is located on ROC Share Point.
(2) Completed DA 4856 signed by both the Warrior and individual counseling if
requesting a change of MOS. DA 4856 template can be located on ROC Share Point.
(3) Additional supporting documentation will be required for final determination.
d. Access to SharePoint
(1) URL: https://arng.rsn.army.mil/arng-hrr/rob/_layouts/15/start.aspx#/
(2) Instructions on how to submit (see appendix H)
(3) DAC GCs will conduct Renegotiations in REQUEST as soon as
possible only for the following:
(a) Approved ASO suitability retain
(b) Approved MEPS medical clearance
(c) Approved NGB medical waiver
4-3. Training Seat Management
a. A Currently in High School Junior (CIHSJR) electing to enlist split training option
(STO) must enlist within 270 days prior to entry on IET and is authorized up to 36 paid
IDT periods (nine months). These applicants are the primary cohort for the split training
option. HS Letter (NGB Form 900) must contain at a minimum 75 days allowable for
training as outlined in TR 350-6 and the maximum number of days allowed for
determination of Mandatory Return Date (MRD). The MEPS GC will ensure the
maximum allowable days of training is annotated on the Warrior’s IADT order as
outlined in the AOC.
b. A CIHSJR applicant within 14 months of graduation (education code 109) “rising
high school senior” can enlist within 426 days prior to entry on IADT and is authorized
up to 56 paid individual drill training periods. They must ship to standard training upon
high school graduation. Education code will be updated by MEPS GC to 11S to pull
standard training.
c. A High School Senior (HSSR) will ship within 365 days from enlistment date
and no earlier than 10 days after the graduation date. Exceptions may be considered to
the 10-day rule by NGB ROC NCOIC.
d. High School Diploma Graduate (HSDG).
(1) HSDGs not going to college will enlist for standard (straight thru) training during
any training date in the currently open ship window in REQUEST.
(2) HSDG pending full-time college. HSDGs accepted and enrolled in their first
semester of college will have standard (straight-thru) training scheduled for the first
available training date after completion of their current school year. First year college
students will be required to complete standard (straight thru) training. HSDG pending
full-time college can attend IET earlier if they choose to do so. Exceptions will be
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considered for split training option due to a scholarship or course curriculum
requirement. Documentation needs to be provided to support the Exception to Policy
(ETP).
(3) Currently attending full-time college students. Applicants that enlist while
currently attending college will be afforded the opportunity to attend initial entry training
following completion of their current school year. They will ship to standard (straight
thru) training on the first available training date at the end of the current school year.
Currently attending college students can attend IET earlier if they choose to do so.
Exceptions will be considered for the split training option due to a scholarship or course
curriculum requirement. Documentation needs to be provided to support the ETP.
e. ROTC Cadets. HSDGs or currently attending college students that are accepted
and enrolled into ROTC will follow below guidance (Details in SMOM 20-056).
(1) A non-contracted cadet (09R1O)
(a) Applicants that have initialed NGB Form 594-1, Section II, “I am required to
complete basic training prior to enrollment in advanced ROTC course” will have a BCT
reservation pulled that ships within 365 days of enlistment. Basic training will be pulled
for the first available RECSTA that aligns with the applicant’s academic schedule.
(b) Applicants that have initialed NGB Form 594-1, Section II, “I am not required
to complete basic training prior to enrollment in Advanced ROTC Course” will not be
required to attend Basic Training prior to becoming a contracted cadet. MEPS GC will
pull Basic Training within 365 days of accession on day of enlistment. 48 hours after the
applicant is enlist confirmed in REQUEST, the MEPS GC will call the ROC to cancel
training only.
(2) Coordination with the ROC is required to set up BCT only buddy platoon
cohorts for ROTC programs and military academies.
f. Warriors who are scheduled for training and subsequently enroll in college in
which the semester begins prior to the ship date will be held to their original ship date.
g. Renegotiations for meritorious cases where delay in shipping is of no fault of the
Warrior may be forwarded to the ROC NCOIC for consideration.
h. The GC will not make a REQUEST reservation for MOS’s requiring Personal
Reliability Program (PRP), Secret, or Top secret clearance until the UF 601-210.10 or
security interview worksheet has been completed and uploaded in ERM. The following
MOS's are required to have a minimum of 60 days in the RSP before shipping: 17C,
35G, 35N, 35P, and 35S. Warriors requiring Top Secret clearance must have email
confirmation from the ASO prior to shipping.
i. CAT IV (AFQT 16 – 30) are open periodically throughout the fiscal year per
ARNG G1 and Chief, Strength Maintenance Division discretion. Applicants must ship to
IET within the designated period specified by the ROC. Renegotiations for ship dates
will not be authorized unless it is for a moral or medical disqualification.
j. Applicants processing with a waiver and ETPs will enlist and ship before the date
annotated on the waiver memorandum.
k. All applicants will have three MOS options listed on their DD Form 1966.
l. IADT Coordinators will place a priority on Warriors that wish to ship earlier
(RENO Left) to fill cancelled training seats through RSP Training Pipeline Management
Team (TPMT)/ROC. Requests for new ship dates will not be made when RSP Warrior
requesting earlier ship date is within 45 days of their original ship date. DA 4187 is not
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required to request a RENO left.
m. If a training cancellation or renegotiation request for failure to meet ship
standards is within 45 days, the RSP/IADT will coordinate with the TPMT/ROC to
identify another Warrior to ship in that training seat vacancy providing that training is not
oversold. Requests for MOS changes will be considered for exceptional cases to
include unit reorganization, loss of security clearance, or change in Warrior’s ability to
meet MOS qualifications as outlined in DA PAM 611-21.
n. All training seat renegotiations involving a change of the original MOS, ship
date, UIC, or training location must have the following completed prior to executing the
renegotiation in REQUEST:
(1) DA Form 4187 signed by the Warrior, RRC or RSP Commander annotating
the original MOS, Ship Date, UIC and detailed reason why the change is being
requested. The form must be uploaded in ERM under DA 4187 folder in RZ.
(2) At no time will the GC complete new annex(es), DD 1966 or select SRIP
incentives when completing the renegotiation, as these forms are completed only on
date of enlistment. The DA Form 4187 and updated MEPS shipping orders must be
scanned into ERM.
(3) If the change of MOS requires the Warrior to hold a clearance higher than
what was previously approved, the MEPS GC must ensure that ASO approval process
has been completed and JPAS status/Security clearance is verified. The USAREC
Form 601-210.10 must have all questions answered as outlined in the responses noted
on the SF 507 and SF 86 Sections # 22, 23, 24 and 26. The USAREC Form 601210.10/SA Interviewer Form/PRP must be uploaded into ERM prior to executing the
RENO in REQUEST.
(4) GC must ensure that all changes to the MOS, ship date, UIC or training
location are annotated in Block # 34 "Recertification" on the DD 1966/3 on ship day and
that the DD 1966/3 is scanned into ERM.
(5) If the enlistment MOS is changed or the Warrior’s clearance is denied, the
state Incentives/SLRP/GI Bill Manager must be made aware. This includes Warriors
with a Quick Ship/Off-Peak incentive. Retention of the previously contracted incentives
is IAW with the Warrior's signed addendum(s).
(6) The Warrior may complete the RENO for approved ASO suitability retain,
approved MEPS medical clearance, and approved NGB medical waiver change of MOS
at MEPS if so desired, but they will not sign a new Guard/Incentive annex(es) or a new
DD Form 1966 series. GC must ensure that the new MEPS training seat orders are
emailed to the RSP Coordinator to distribute to the Warrior.
o. Failure to complete the RENO process outlined in paragraph 4-2 may result in
data, pay, benefits, and/or incentive discrepancies in the Warrior’s record. REQUEST
user who completed the RENO or cancellation without NGB ROC approval is subject to
having their REQUEST account temporarily suspended until the GC becomes compliant
with these outlined policy requirements.
p. ARNG-HRR-O will compile a monthly report, filtered by State/Territory and
MEPS of any performed renegotiation or cancellation.
q. Renegotiations require all forms and documents are updated to reflect the new
training, updated basic active service date, and adjustments to any incentives awarded.
r. Warrior who do not ship on their assigned ship date due to medical issues will not
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have a new training reservation pulled until medically cleared by the MEPS Chief
Medical Officer (CMO). Direct ship states will submit these concerns to the MEPS CMO,
not State surgeon.
s. Incentives. Applicants who are members of the Recruit Force Pool at the time of
enlisting into the SELRES, if qualified, may be eligible for an incentive at that time only.
Warriors who are members of the SELRES and require a contract renegotiation who
possess an incentive may have any of the incentive terminated. Warriors who are
members of the SELRES and require a contract renegotiation and do not have an
incentive are not eligible for added incentives.
Chapter 5
Automation
5-1. Required System Use
a. REQUEST is the system of record for all applicant reservation processing. See
appendix C.
b. Recruiter Zone (RZ) is the system of record for all applicant data. RZ directs and
holds data between REQUEST and USMIRS. Training and vacancy data is received from
REQUEST. RZ is also used to action the QC Process Checkpoint to accept or reject
projections for accession during the 48-hour QC and the 30 day QC.
c. Headquarters Support System (HSS) is an arrangement of parts between two
complex applications: Force Structure, Address and Zip Code Realignment (FAZR)
application and the Personnel System (PER) application. FAZR primary function is to
update users at the NGB and State levels, whether it is RSIDs, their addresses,
positions, equipment, recruiting territory or school data. FAZR is the cornerstone of the
Army Accessions Automated Recruiting Systems. HSS is used to validate Schools.
d. Business Intelligent Zone (BI Zone) is the system of record for all data and is
used to verify JPAS.
e. USMIRS is the system of record for all MEPS processing data to include, physical,
aptitude, and prior service data. Access is granted by USMEPCOM.
f. Communicate with RM to gain access to Vulcan in the Recruit Management
System. The Vulcan application is utilized for the tracking of RSP Warrior performance
and administrative data while in an awaiting training status, as well as a communication
tool to resolve Warrior’s issues while at training through the LNCO Module. Vulcan is
utilized by various levels to include leadership and administrative support personnel
from the Detachment to the National Level. GCs utilization of the application would be in
the role of a liaison to resolve or assist in resolving Warrior issues. Resolution of an
issue may be accomplished by providing information or attaching a document through
the LNCO Module of Vulcan. Notification to the State of changes in a Warrior’s training
status or projected graduation will be accomplished through creation of notification
tickets from the LNCO team at the training site to the Warrior’s home State.
g. Communicate with accessions systems branch to request access to Defense
Manpower Data Center (DMDC) actually is the Military Recruiting Information Suite
(MRIS) for Re-Enlistment Eligibility Data Display (REDD) report.
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h. USMEPCOM Recruiters and Services Personnel Background Investigation
Reports Account and Access Request. How to request BIR.
(1) MEPS GC actions to complete DD Form 2875. (Example see appendix F)
(a) Type of request. Initial. Enter EDIPI number in the USER ID field.
(b) Type date.
(c) Part I. Complete blocks 1 through 12.
(d) Sign block 11.
(e) Forward signed form to supervisor for approval.
(f) Email will be received with follow-on instructions.
(2) Supervisor actions.
(a) Complete Part II, blocks 16 through 20b.
(b) Sign block 18.
(c) Send signed form to unit security manager.
(3) Security manager actions.
(a) Complete Part III, blocks 28 through 32.
(b) Only electronic forms with digital signature will be accepted by USMEPCOM
risk management office. Scanned documents will not be processed. Processing time for
this form is about eight business days.
(4) Send DD Form 2875 to the ARNG ASO
i. GC experiencing account issues may contact the MEPCOM Help desk @ 847688-3680, X7800
Chapter 6
Applicant Background Investigation
6-1. Introduction
a. This chapter is used to establish policy and procedures for proper suitability
submissions and required actions by GCs.
b. Tech check and NACLC (T3) submissions are requests for applicant conduct
information to the Office of Personnel Management (OPM) and the Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI). OPM is a Government agency that conducts background
investigations (BIs) for all Federal agencies using the following submission methods:
(1) NACLC
(2) Secret
(3) Top Secret (TS)
6-2. Special Agreement Check
a. USMEPCOM personnel will submit the Special Agreement Check (SAC) via the
Electronic Fingerprint Capture Station (EFCS). It will be used to determine every
applicant’s suitability for enlistment into the ARNG.
b. GCs will provide a copy of the SF 86 to the applicant after enlistment to keep for
their records.
c. Every applicant who processes for enlistment will be required to have a SAC,
regardless of MOS, PS, or prior security clearance, unless there are previous favorable
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results within 120 days. All applicants who enlist into the ARNG may not ship for at least
14 days to allow fingerprint and DAT results to return before shipping for any training
(Exception to Policy may be submitted to ASO for consideration).
d. GCs are to ensure that all ARNG enlistments have fingerprints captured by
USMEPCOM personnel for a SAC submission. At no time will any enlistment leave the
MEPS without being fingerprinted.
e. GCs will not accept projections for physical and fingerprint only. Fingerprinting
of applicants for the sole purpose of obtaining results is not authorized.
f. SAC results remain valid for the duration of time spent in RSP.
g. Warriors will not ship to training without SAC results. Prior to renegotiation, GC
will exhaust all means possible to ensure that SAC results exist. Warriors that become a
match after enlistment with no charges listed on their enlistment record will not be
shipped until a RAP Sheet has been received. If case closing return as “Record” and
there is no accompanying RAP Sheet, send an e-mail to the ASO at
usarmy.knox.ngb.mbx.arngaccessions-suitability@mail.mil, with the name and
Personnel Record Identification (PRID) number and indicate that you want to request a
RAP Sheet.
6-3. Special Agreement Check Results
a. Records. The “Record” notification is a notice sent from OPM alerting the
submitting agency that the “subject” has a matching RAP sheet. Normally the RAP
sheet returns with the Case Closing Transmittal.
b. Case Closing Transmittals (CCT). The CCT is summation of the various
agencies the FBI has completed records checks regarding this subject. The Army is
only concerned with the results posted on the Federal Bureau of Investigation
Fingerprints (FBIF) line. If the applicant was discharged from any military service
Delayed Entry (DEP) or Delayed Training Program (DTP) as a result of concealed
charges, the applicant will incur a 6-month waiting period prior to processing for the
ARNG from the date of Pre-IADT discharge orders (DA format 505 order) from that
service or discharge with a code of "ZBA" being entered into MIRS. Applicant will
require TAG Administrative Waiver for Fraudulent Enlistment to enlist into the ARNG.
The reason for non-disclosure must be explained within the memorandum requesting
the TAG waiver.
(1) CCT that reads “FBIF” – “No Record” means that OPM and the FBI were able
to read the fingerprints and the applicant’s fingerprints have returned with no law
violations.
(2) CCT that reads “FBIF” – “Record” means that OPM and the FBI were able to
read the fingerprints and the applicant’s fingerprints have returned with law violation(s).
(3) CCT that reads “FBIF” – “Unclassifiable” means the FBI was unable to read
the fingerprints. GCs are to ensure that Warrior is projected as “Other” and returns to
MEPS to be re-fingerprinted within 5 working days.
c. The RAP sheet will have the charge(s) listed which is matched to the applicant’s
fingerprints. If the charge(s) listed are indisputably linked to the fingerprints, these are
match results. If all of the charges listed on the RAP Sheet are listed on the SF86 at
enlistment, this constitutes “favorable” results.
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6-4. National Agency Check with Local Agency and Credit Checks Submission
a. An accepted NACLC submission is required for all applicants enlisting in a MOS
not requiring a security clearance. The Personnel Security Investigations Center of
Excellence (PSI-CoE) generally accepts the investigation within 14 days of enlistment.
b. RZ will electronically submit the required clearance to OPM after the annex has
been signed by the applicant and saved into the ERM database. GCs will ensure the
following is completed:
(1) Record must pass all levels of validation at the time of submission.
(2) SF 86 must be in the ERM database and reviewed with the
applicant for accuracy.
(3) Verify that the following forms are signed within 120 days and stored in ERM.
Each signature page will be printed or saved and placed in the shipping packet in the
event of JPAS failure:
(a)Certification of Applicant
(b) Medical Release of Information
(c) Release of Information
(d) Signature of Credit Check
c. After submission, GCs will verify proof of acceptance by checking under the
manage investigation option. Below are the entries in order that show a successful
submission:
(1) Submitted to AIES waiting for review results.
(2) Clearance investigation review service executed success.
(3) Queued to investigation review service.
(4) Security clearance has been queued.
(5) Success-JPAS Status A is successful submission.
d. Warrior will not be shipped to any training base until their investigation is in one of
the following status' in Manage Investigation or an approved JPAS Ship exception from
ASO:
(1) Released to ISP/Case Scheduled.
(2) Released to ISP/Closed Status.
(3) No Investigation is needed since a NACLC is current.
(4) No Investigation is required.
(5) JPAS X.
e. GCs will monitor JPAS submissions by using the methods listed.
(1) Utilize the USMEPCOM Form 727 to track SAC results and JPAS
submission for each applicant enlisting into the ARNG. The USMEPCOM Form 727 is
not to be filed until SAC results and JPAS process has been marked (X) as completed.
(2) Utilize the JPAS Report daily in Bi-Zone to verify the previous day’s
submissions.
(3) If the submission was accepted, the date will display in the JPAS clearance
accepted block and a statement of acceptance will appear on the DD Form 1966 series.
(4) If the submission was rejected as shown on the JPAS status block, the
reason will appear under JPAS Processing, Messages in RZ.
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(5) GCs who require assistance when making corrections should contact the
ASO. Corrections will be administered once notified of the error notification. Failure to
make corrections will result in processing delays. GCs will submit the JPAS enlist
exception workflow through RZ. The following are examples of JPAS errors that the GC
cannot correct:
(a) The name passed in is not sufficiently consistent with the existing user with
SSN = 'XXXXXXXXX'.
(b) The city of birth passed in is not consistent with the existing user with SSN =
'XXXXXXXXX'; passed in place of birth = 'ANYTOWN, US'.
(c) The date of birth passed in is not sufficiently consistent with the existing user
with SSN = 'XXXXXXXXX’.
(6) Warriors with the following JPAS message cannot have an MOS that
requires secret or TS clearance. “JPAS DATE TIME Eligibility has been denied or
revoked within the past 12 months - Investigation Request not created - CAF001.” This
error requires the State Security Manager to produce the letter of denial from the DoD
Consolidated Adjudication Facility (CAF) to determine the reason for denial. If the denial
was due to moral conduct reasons, GCs will submit suitability workflow to the ASO. If
the JPAS error is one of following, that document is not saved in ERM. GCs must
upload the document into ERM.
(a) Docs missing: SF 86.
(b) Docs missing: MedRelease
(c) Docs missing: ReleaseInfo
(d) Docs missing: CertofApp
6-5. Prior Service Enlistment
a. Applicants that require any Army training must have an NACLC or security
clearance processed or have a valid clearance in JPAS prior to shipping.
b. PS applicants will have their security clearance verified by the ASO prior to
enlistment.
(1) If determined the applicant has a valid clearance for the MOS, enlistment
may continue.
(2) If determined the applicant has no clearance or the clearance held does not
meet the requirements for the MOS, the ASO will determine the enlistment eligibility and
process the required clearance for the MOS.
c. PS applicants will have fingerprints captured prior to enlistment when processing
at MEPS. Live Scan results are required prior to enlistment for field enlistment.
6-6. Posting Special Agreement Check Results and Security Clearance
Questionnaire
a. SAC results must be downloaded from Background Investigation Reports (BIR)
and scanned into ERM on the same date the results are obtained.
b. GCs will scan the SAC results into the Warrior’s record in the Core Admin folder under
Entrance National Agency Check (ENTNAC) RAP Sheets. Results will be part of the ship
record.
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6-7. Security Interview
GCs and Security Assistants (SA) or Security Interviewers (SI) are the last line of
defense to ensure all enlistments are legal and all enlistment information is true and
accurate. This publication establishes policies and details procedures for the processing
of applicants for possible selection to sensitive positions and MOSs, while precluding
the enlistment of disqualified applicants. GCs will not use the SA as a QC process.
Errors found in the SF 86 by the SA will be corrected by GC.
a. The GC will initiate an UF 601-210.10 for applicants who enlist in an MOS listed in
DA Pam 611-21 or unit as requiring a secret clearance (with the exception of 31B/K and
37F). If DA Pam 611-21 states the clearance level is confidential, follow the instructions
for a secret submission. Applicants are required to answer all questions and explain all
answers in detail. All yes responses require a review by the SA or Personnel Security
Screening Program (PSSP) except for Question 10 (citizenship). The GC will sign and
approve all UF 601-210.10 that have no yes answers outside of question 10. If the yes
answer(s) is for law violations, the GC will sign the UF 601-210.10 if the law violations
are traffic offenses as defined by AR 601-210 only and the number does not exceed five
(5). All OCS applicants must have an interview with the SA or PSSP regardless of the
information listed on the UF 601-210.10. The SA or PSSP will check the forms for
completeness and accuracy. If the applicant is found acceptable, the SA or PSSP will
sign UF 601-210.10 determining that the applicant is eligible to obtain a Secret Security
Clearance and not override specific MOS qualifications. GCs will confirm UF 601210.10 is complete and verify the Security Interview Worksheet is uploaded in ERM
prior to pulling training reservation. Security Interviewer’s remarks annotated in the
remarks and review section of the 1966 are authorized.
b. Applicants requiring a SA interview are those that are enlisting for an MOS or
Units requiring a TS clearance with eligibility for access to Sensitive Compartmented
Information (SCI), Secret clearance or PRP. Based on information gathered during the
security interview, the SA has the authority to obtain from the PSSP the adjudication
required to accept or reject applicants on these critical security MOSs or options. If the
applicant is found acceptable for MOS or option, the SA will complete necessary
security paperwork.
c. SA will make minor corrections of any erroneous entries, missing information, or
any other corrections required to the enlistment documents in ENSQ/SF86. The SA will
inform the GC that corrections have been made to the ENSQ/SF86 as this could affect
enlistment eligibility. In cases where correction to the applicant’s record will be time
consuming, processing will be discontinued until the RRNCO has made required
updates. The SA will not approve any further processing until a corrected copy has
been obtained from RZ. The updated copy will be reviewed and approved by the SA.
6-8. Top Secret Personnel Security Screening Program
Applicants who enlist for an MOS or unit that requires security processing will be
processed as follows:
a. Interviewers will review the SF 86, certification Pre Accession Interview/PreEnlistment Interview RZ, physical and REQUEST reservation (if available). Interviewer
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will ensure all documents are signed and printed on the current processing day and all
entries are correct. The PSSP hours of operation for security interviews for all MEPS
other than Anchorage and Honolulu are 0800-2030 EST, call 1-833-290-0109.
Anchorage and Honolulu 0800-2130 EST. Calls received prior to 2130 will result in a
completed interview. The National Guard SA hours of operation for security interviews
for all MEPS is 0730-1200 & 1300-1700 EST, and may be contacted at (334) 531-5084.
The SI will make a determination of acceptability or non-acceptability.
b. Fort Knox PSSP Interviewer or NGB Security Assistant (SA) will upload results of
the interview and any supporting documents in ERM under Core Admin, Security
Technician folder once it is completed. If the results are unable to be uploaded on the
day of enlistment, at a minimum the interviewer will enter comments in the free form
remarks block whether or not the applicant passed or failed the security screening. At
no time will the enlistment occur without proof that the required interview has been
completed and passed.
c. PS/GNPS (MOS-qualified Secret and TS): the SI will conduct the interview and
terminal check. As a reminder, this action will not change any previous instructions.
d. Screening conducted by the interviewer is to determine the applicant’s eligibility
to obtain a clearance. If the applicant is determined “qualified”, this does not override
specific MOS qualifications such as law violations. Certain military intelligence MOSs
dictate that applicants cannot receive a charge over the minor non-traffic level. If the
interviewer qualifies these individuals, GC must still obtain an ETP or approval from the
proponent for the MOS via workflow to ASO. The interviewer, with assistance from the
PSSP supervisor or DA, is making the clearance determination only.
e. RZ will submit the TS clearance on the day the reservation is confirmed enlisted.
GC will be responsible for the acceptance of the investigation in RZ with assistance from
the RRNCO if errors return from PSI-CoE. GC will notify the recruiter and that further
information is required by XX date (a suspense date) so the submission can occur.
6-9. Personnel Reliability Program Screening
There is no requirement for the SA to interview any shippers. If during shipping
procedures the GC, RSP, or DSS determines that the Warrior is no longer qualified for
the MOS as outlined in DA Pam 611-21, GC will renegotiate the contract or the Warrior
will be discharged from the ARNG. When the GC, RSP, or DSS determines that the
Warrior remains qualified for the MOS IAW DA Pam 611-21, the Warrior will ship as
scheduled. MOS 31B, 31K, 37F and 89D require PRP screening from the PSSP or SA.
6-10. Ship Procedures
The ASO will ensure all STO2 shippers have a clearance submitted and either in
progress or finalized prior to the STO2 ship date. If the STO2 shipper has a final
clearance or the investigation is still in progress, the STO2 shipper can ship as
scheduled and no further interview required. If there is an indication that the STO2
shipper has been denied a final clearance, notification will be sent to the GC, RSP, and
DSS. GC will contact the State Security Manager (SSM) for shipping instructions. If the
Warrior is in due process the SSM will have to approve the shipment to training. If due
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process has been completed and the result is that no clearance can be granted, GC will
request a different MOS through ROC.
Chapter 7
TRADOC and IET Guidance
7-1. LNCO Support
In an effort to provide support to LNCOs and training sites, there is a special emphasis
placed on the following tasksa. Access Vulcan and review trouble and information ticket reports daily.
b. Address all Vulcan trouble ticket issues and resolve within 72 hours.
c. Review shipper checklist and assemble packets as required by USMEPCOM.
d. Develop and maintain working relationship with MEPS Travel Section to assist
with ship order amendments requested by ARNG LNCOs.
7-2. Non-Army Phase II Ship Locations
Table 7-1
Ship Locations Phase II
AIT Location
Presidio of Monterey, CA
Gulfport Naval Station, MS
Sheppard AFB, TX
Pensacola Naval Base, FL
Eglin AFB, FL
Goodfellow AFB, TX
Panama City Coastal System Station, FL
Ophthalmic Support and Training Activity, VA
Naval Amphibious Base (JEBLC-FS), VA

Reception Battalion
Fort Leonard Wood, MO
Fort Leonard Wood, MO
Fort Sill, OK
Fort Leonard Wood, MO
Fort Leonard Wood, MO
Fort Leonard Wood, MO
Fort Leonard Wood, MO
Fort Jackson, SC
Fort Jackson, SC

a. The Army School of Music (SOM)
(1) Phase II will report directly to SOM, Naval Amphibious Base (JEBLC-FS).
(2) PS will report to Fort Jackson for in-processing prior to reporting to the SOM.
b. 15Q and 15W must report to Fort Jackson, SC (Reception Battalion) to complete
flight physical requirements prior to entering training path for MOS requirements.
7-3. Shipper Packet Guidance
a. Use USMEPCOM Service Liaison Accession Verification Packet Breakdown
Checklist for ARNG shippers. GC will sign the checklist after completing document
verification.
b. Shipper packets will not be stapled or fastened together but inserted loosely in
the required sequence annotated on the USMEPCOM checklist.
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c. GC will address any notes annotated on the USMEPCOM checklist.
d. Review RSP Soldier pre-ship counseling and pre-ship packet checklist for
additional Soldier information. Ensure all updated or post-enlistment documents have
been scanned into RZ.
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Appendix A
Acronyms List
Section I
Acronyms
AOC
Accession Options Criteria
ASO
Accession Suitability Office
ASVAB
Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery
BCT
Basic Combat Training
BIR
Background Investigation Report
CAF
Consolidated Adjudication Facility
CMO
Chief Medical Officer
DAT
Drug and Alcohol Test
DLPT
Defense Language Proficiency Test
DMDC
Defense Manpower Data Center
DMPM
Department of Military Personnel Management
DoDI
Department of Defense Instruction
DoDM
Department of Defense Manual
DSS
Direct Ship Site
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ENTNAC
Entrance National Agency Check
ERM
Electronic Records Management
ETP
Exception to Policy
FAZR
Force Structure Address and Zip Code Realignment
FBIF
Federal Bureau of Investigation Fingerprints
FLRI
Foreign Language Recruiting Incentive
GC
Guidance Counselor
GCRc
Guidance Counselor Resource Center
GED
General Educational Diploma
HSS
Headquarters Support System
IAW
In Accordance With
IADT
Initial Active Duty Training
IET
Initial Entry Training
JPAS
Joint Personnel Adjudication System
LNCO
Liaison Noncommissioned Officer
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MATS
Medical Action Tracking System
MEPS
Military Entrance Processing Station
MIRS
U.S. MEPCOM Integrated Resource System
MRD
Mandatory Return Date
NACLC
National Agency Check with Local Agency
NET
No Early Than
NLT
No Later Than
NGB
National Guard Bureau
OPAT
Occupational Physical Assessment Test
OPM
Office of Personnel Management
OSUT
One-Station Unit Training
PAI
Pre-accession Interview
PEI
Pre-enlistment Interview
POC
Point of Contact
PRID
Personnel Record Identification
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PRP
Personal Reliability Program
PSSP
Personnel Security Screening Program
PULHES
Physical, Upper, Lower, Hearing, Eyes, Psychiatric
RBJ
Reevaluation Believed Justified
REDD
Re-Enlistment Eligibility Data Display
REQUEST
Recruit Quota System
RMB
Resource Management Branch
ROB
Recruiting Operations Branch
ROC
REQUEST Operations Center
RSB
Recruiting Standards Branch
RSP
Recruit Sustainment Program
RRSC
Recruiting and Retention Section Chief
RZ
Recruiter Zone
SA
Security Assistant
SI
Security Investigator
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SAC
Special Agreement Check
SAV
Staff Assistance Visit
SMOM
Strength Maintenance Operations Message
SPF
Service Processing For
SSM
State Security Manager
STO1
Split Training Option 1
STO2
Split Training Option 2
TAPAS
Tailored Adaptive Personality Assessment System
TPMT
Training Pipeline Management Team
SOP
Standard Operating Procedures
SWAR
Soldier Without A Reservation
QC
Quality Control
USAREC
United States Army Recruiting Command
USMEPCOM
United States Military Entrance Processing Command
USMIRS
United States MEPCOM Integrated Resource System
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Section II
Forms
Department of the Army Forms
DA Form 200
Transmittal Record
DA Form 4856
Developmental Army Counseling Form
DA Form 2028
Recommended Changes to Publications and Blank Forms
DA Form 4187
Personnel Action
DA Form 5960
Authorization to Start, Stop, or Change Basic Allowance for Quarters (BAQ). And/Or
Variable Housing Allowance (VHA)
DD Form 4
Enlistment/Reenlistment Document Armed Forces of the United States
DD Form 93
Record of Emergency Data
DD Form 200
Financial Liability Investigation of Property Loss
DD Form 214
Certificate of Release or Discharge from Active Duty
DD Form 215
Correction to DD Form 214, Certificate of Release or Discharge from Active Duty
DD Form 220
Active Duty Report
DD Form 1966
Record of Military Processing – Armed Forces of the United States
DD Form 2005
Privacy Act Statement Health Care Records
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DD Form 2058
State of Legal Residence Certificate
DD Form 2807-2
Accessions Medical Prescreen Report
DD Form 2808
Report of Medical Examination
DD Form 2875
System Authorization Access Request (SAAR)
National Guard Bureau Forms
HRR Form 100
Field Enlistment Checklist
HRR Form 200
ARNG State 09S/09R Checklist
HRR Form 201
ARNG Federal OCS Checklist
HRR Form 203
Warrant Officer Waiver Checklist
HRR Form 204
Specialty Branch Accession Moral Checklist
HRR Form 205
Warrant Officer Predetermination Checklist
HRR Form 206
Warrant Officer Flight Training (WOFT) Program Checklist
HRR Form 207
ARNG AC to RC Officer/ Warrant Officer Vacancy Request Form
HRR Form 369
Live Scan Consent for Enlistment
HRR Form 907
MEPS 48 Hour Projection Checklist
NGB Form 22
Report of Separation and Record of Service
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NGB Form 900
High School Verification
NGB Form 901
College Enrollment Verification
NGB Form 902
Tattoo Screening for Military Entrance
NGB Form 905
Suitability and Waivers Checklist for Military Entrance
USAREC Forms
UF 601-210.10
Security Clearance Questionnaire
USMEPCOM Forms
UMF 680-3A-E
Request for Examination
USMEPCOM PCN 680-3ADP
Process/Enlistee Record
USMEPCOM Form 40-1-15-E
Supplemental Health Screening Questionnaire Removal Statement
USMEPCOM Form 40-1-18
Tattoo/Brands/Piercing/Ear gaging/Scars/Birthmarks
USMEPCOM Form 40-8-1-R-E
Drug/Alcohol and HIV Testing Acknowledgment
USMEPCOM Form 727-E
Applicant Meal/Lodging Authorization and Receipt Voucher for Late Arrival Add-ons
USMEPCOM Form 729-E Daily Invoice Lodging/Meal Services
Other Forms
RSN Form 101
RSN Information System Access Request
SGLV 8286
Service Members’ Group Life Insurance Election and Certificate
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Section III Publications
Department of the Army Publications
DA Pam 611-21
Military Occupational Classification and Structure
AR 25-400-2
The Army Records Information Management System (ARIMS)
AR 40-501
Standards of Medical Fitness
AR 145-1
Senior Reserve Officers’ Training Corps Program: Organization, Administration, and
Training
AR 601-210
Regular Army and Reserve Components Enlistment Program
AR 601-270
Military Entrance Processing Station (MEPS) (OPNVAINST 1100.4C CH-2 AFI 362003_IP MCO 1100.75F COMDTINST M 1100.2E

National Guard Publications
NGR 600-7
Selected Reserve Incentive Program
NGR 601-1
Army National Guard Strength Maintenance Program
Current PPOM
Accession Options Criteria
SMOM 17-023
Direct Ship (DS) Implementation RSP Direct Ship
USMEPCOM Publications
Medical Prescreen Program SOP, dated 1 June 2018 UMR 40-1
Medical Qualification Program
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UMR 40-8
Department of Defense (DOD) Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) Testing Program
and Drug and Alcohol Testing (DAT) Program
UMR 55-2
Transportation and Travel Recruit Travel
UMR 601-4
Personnel Procurement Student Testing Program
UMR 601-23
Enlistment Processing
UMR 611-1
Personnel Selection and Classification Enlistment Qualification Test
UMR 680-3
Entrance Processing and Reporting System Management
Department of Defense Instruction
DoDi 1304.26
Qualification Standards for Enlistment, Appointment and Induction

Department of Defense Manual
DoDM 1145.02
Military Entrance Processing Station (MEPS)
DODI 6130.03
Medical Standards for Appointment, Enlistment, or Induction into the Military Services
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Appendix B
Quality Control Procedures and Scheduling of Applicants
B-1. Purpose
The process is to ensure complete and accurate enlistment records and applicant
scheduling procedures. During any QC, the inspector should check the entire record
and identify all errors rather than stopping and returning the record at the first identified
error. This step reduces multiple returns for record corrections.
B-2. QC Procedures
All enlistment records will be reviewed by a GC and given either a go or no-go status.
a. Initial QC. A GC QC workflow initiates when a recruiter projects an applicant for
enlistment. This QC will be completed 48 hours prior to the applicant arriving at MEPS.
Utilize the HRR Form 907 (Figure B1) to execute your 48 hour QC and upload in RZ in
“Other Core Admin Documents” folder.
(1) Run the validation report to check the enlistment for any administrative errors.
Live scan results must be present and favorable at the time of enlistment in the QC.
(2) QC the record and either approve or disapprove the record. A projection is not
considered a go until all information on the source documents is verified against the
information in the record. Ensure all documents in the applicant ERM are originals, court
copies, PDF photos, or photocopies and uploaded right side up and legible. GCs will
validate all source documents are legible and uploaded in the proper ERM folders and
required government seal or file number is visible. GCs will disapprove records that
contain illegible or questionable documents.
b. Before Ship QC. 30 working days prior to the Warrior’s scheduled IET date, a QC
will populate into Process Checkpoint in RZ. The GC will review the enlistment record
for completeness and accuracy. The GC will conduct an ERM verification of all source
documents. The GC will validate that all source documents are uploaded in the proper
folder and legible, government seal or file number must be visible. If any documents are
missing, the GC annotates it in the text box of RZ QC workflow. The review generates
an email from the reviewing GC to the recruiter.
(1) Verify the REQUEST reservation.
(2) Verify the qualifications for options and programs selected.
(3) Review the medical data on the, DD Form 2808, UMF 40-1- 15,
and USMEPCOM PCN 680-3ADP
(4) Verify the status of the Warrior’s SAC and security clearance submission
status.
(5) Warriors with dependents must have all documents scanned into RZ (ID, SS
card, marriage license [if applicable], and BCs). Single fathers require paternity test or a
Health and Human Service form.
(6) Ensure post enlistment documents are scanned into RZ (DL, Diploma, SF
600, DD 1966 recertification, Orders w/ amendments, Occupational Physical
Assessment Test.
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c. During each QC. The GC will verify each section is complete in Recruiter Zone by
opening each and validating the information against the source document. Utilize HRR
Form 907 (Figure B-1) to validate RZ accurately reflects the source documents.
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Figure B-1 MEPS 48-Hour Projection Checklist

Download fillable form at: https://www.milsuite.mil/book/docs/DOC-584433.
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Figure B-1 MEPS 48-Hour Projection Checklist (Continued)

Download fillable form at: https://www.milsuite.mil/book/docs/DOC-584433.
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Appendix C
Recruit Quota System Procedures
C-1. Purpose
Establishes procedures for the efficient use of REQUEST within USAREC for enlistment
into the RA, USAR, and ARNG.
C-2. General
REQUEST is an information management subsystem of KEYSTONE that provides the
ARNG with an orderly and efficient mechanism for allocating training resources to new
accessions. Any use of this system and information therein for any other purpose is
unauthorized. Access may only be granted for ASI-V7 personnel and have current
orders as the GC. HRC is the system owner.
C-3. Security
a. REQUEST classification is sensitive according to the provisions of AR 25-2. The
classified component of REQUEST includes all data files, the entire database, and all
associated programming. All systems of records will be safeguarded as outlined in AR
25-55.
b. Users are not authorized to distribute their user login identification or password to
other parties (new REQUEST is CAC enabled).
NOTE: Internet Explorer is limited on functionality in REQUEST; Microsoft Edge
and or Google Chrome is the recommended browser to access REQUEST.
C-4. REQUEST Usage
a. The following are prohibited for any enlistment:
(1) Duplicate reservation.
(2) Failure to cancel a reservation for an applicant that fails to process for
enlistment at MEPS.
(3) Early ship or late ship reservations.
(4) Creating a reservation without the applicant present. No reservation will be
made prior to applicants arriving at MEPS.
(5) Improper gender coding.
(6) Unqualified applicant reservations.
(7) Swapping or enlisting an applicant under a reservation made for another
applicant.
(8) Uncommitted applicant reservations made for an applicant who does not
execute an enlistment agreement immediately.
(9) Unsubstantiated reservations. Temporary or permanent reservations that
contain data not substantiated by appropriate documentation.
(10) Securing a reservation with an incorrect education level or AFQT.
(11) MOS substitution. Changing an applicant’s MOS within the same CMF (for
example, 35F, 35M, or 35P).
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(12) GC SSN substitution.
(13) Holding a temporary reservation and position in RZ for applicants beyond a
10 day period. Canceling in order to hold the same position is not authorized.
b. The following are authorized REQUEST uses:
(1) Permanent reservations for applicants are not made and held over to the next
working day under any circumstances.
(2) Temporary reservations may be held for seven calendar days.
C-5. Alternate Procedures for Terminal or System Failure
a. In the event a REQUEST terminal becomes inoperable and no other terminal is
immediately available, GCs will contact the ROC to access the system and make the
reservation. The REQUEST office has established alternate commercial access
directives.
b. The customer support branch can be contacted at 1-877-272-1330.
c. Notify ROC immediately of system failure.
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Appendix D
Staff Assistance Visit
D-1. General
The SAV mission is a directed core responsibility of MEPS DAC RM duties. The RM will
conduct SAVs to ensure compliance with regulatory and policy guidance. The RM will
meet with the GC, RRB leadership, RSP and direct ship personnel to identify and
correct recruiting process deficiencies and share best practices. MEPS DAC RMs
conduct SAVs annually pending available travel budget allocations.
D-2. Historical MEPS SAV Repository
The SAV documents are available at https://www.milsuite.mil/book/groups/arnggssrecuiting-operations-branch/projects/meps-state-assistant-visit-sav.
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Appendix E
ARNG MEPS of the Year Award Program
E-1. General
This award recognizes superior performance and support, and results in the selection of
the ARNG Military Entrance Processing Station (MEPS) of the Year and a member of
the USMEPCOM staff from MEPS that recognizes the top ARNG MEPS of the Year
office.
E-2. Award
Both the Group 1 (Large) and Group 2 (Small) ARNG MEPS of the Year Guidance
Counselor(s) TEAMs receives an award at the annual GC Sustainment Training
Workshop. Both the Group 1 and Group 2 corresponding USMEPCOM staff member
(Commander or 1SG preferred) from the award winning MEPS will be recognized at the
ARNG Director’s Strength Maintenance Awards (DSMAC).
E-3. Eligibility
All ARNG MEPS are eligible for this award. MEPS will be classified as Group 1 or
Group 2. MEPS total number of shippers in the past 12 month period will determine the
grouping of MEPS. Division lines will be calculated by performing a query of
KEYSTONE data to determine the greatest number of shippers and then divided by 2.
EXAMPLE: The KEYSTONE query indicated that a MEPS processed 1000 shippers,
the dividing line is 500. Any MEPS that processed 500 or more will compete in Group 1,
while any MEPS that processed 499 or less will compete in Group 2.
NOTE: This would allow a MEPS to change category depending on productivity.
E-4. Selection Criteria
This criteria is based on three components. Each component is worth one third of the
total score.
a. National Shipper Packet Quality Control (NSPQC) percentage. NSPQC compares
the number of shippers versus the number of shipper packet deficiencies based on U.S.
Army Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) Liaison NCO (LNCO) trouble tickets.
Minimum qualification for this award is the NGB goal of 97% or higher success rate on
shipper packets.
b. MEPS Staff Assistance Visit (SAV) Checklist. MEPS SAV Checklist reviews
overall ARNG MEPS Liaison operations, applicant processing, shipper processing and
review of pending shipper packets. MEPS must have received a commendable rating
(90-100 points) on their most recent SAV to be eligible for this award. MEPS SAV
results are valid for 24 months. Prior year’s scores will be used in the event a SAV was
not conducted during the current FY. MEPS that have not had a SAV within 24 months
are not eligible.
c. Suitability/Security Deficiency Report. MEPS are evaluated on the number of
security deficiencies recorded over the past 12 months reported by the ASO.
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E-5. Selection
The Strength Maintenance Division selects MEPS of the Year utilizing the criteria
above. Final selection will be made NLT 15 October of current year to provide ample
time to obtain personalized awards. A linear formula is used to determine each group
winner. NSPQC Percentage, SAV Score, & Suitability/Security Deficiency Report
Percentage are equal factors used to determine overall score.
E-6. Award(s)
ARNG MEPS of the Year Guidance Counselor(s), AGR and Department of Army
civilians (DACs) will receive a Trophy and a signed framed Certificate of Achievement
from the Chief, Strength Maintenance Division to recognize their individual
accomplishments. AGR and DAC MEPS GCs will receive their trophy and framed
certificate at the annual MEPS GC sustainment training workshop. The USMEPCOM
representative from the award winning MEPS will receive a trophy at the annual
DSMAC to be displayed in the MEPS.
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Appendix F
USMEPCOM Recruiters and Services Personnel Background Investigation
Reports Account and Access Request
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Appendix G
Military Entrance Processing Station (MEPS) Department of the Army Civilian
(DAC) Management Team and Guidance Counselor (GC) Roles and
Responsibilities

G-1. MEPS DAC Program Overview
The MEPS DAC Program was initiated as a result of the 2012 DA IG findings
recommending the ARNG maintain federal oversight (T-5) on processing procedures,
quality marks, and overall quality control management by DAC MEPS GCs. The
Director of the ARNG approved 82 Department of Army Title 5 DAC MEPS GC
personnel to provide federal oversight and assist the 54 RRBs with enlisting and
shipping ARNG applicants and Warriors. Three key positions were classified and
graded to meet these requirements and correct the DA IG findings.
G-2. MEPS Program Manager
The Program Manager works directly for ARNG Strength Maintenance Division
Recruiting Operations (ARNG-HRR-O) Branch Chief and is responsible for the day-today management of the DA Civilian MEPS GCs and overall MEPS operations. The PM
manages time and attendance, travel, equipment, and has oversight over all DAC
MEPS GC evaluations. The PM is responsible for keeping the NGB leadership up to
date on current MEPS operations and issues or trends. The PM works with the NGB
REQUEST Operations Center (ROC) on User ID management, database queries, and
training for the ARNG MEPS GC force, both AGR and DA Civilians. The PM is
responsible for filling position vacancies as necessary and managing all civilian
personnel issues with the Civilian Personnel Administrative Centers (CPAC).
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G-3. MEPS Regional Manager
Regional Managers are assigned MEPS Regions and are responsible for the
management of the DAC MEPS GCs assigned at those MEPS. RMs will rate the DAC
MEPS GCs and are open to receiving a letter of input from the RRF leadership for
performance reviews. They will interact with the State RRFs on all matters concerning
MEPS processing, personnel issues, training, and shipper quality control issues. The
RMs will conduct the MEPS Staff Assistance Visits (SAV) in accordance with current
NGB policies and guidance. They are available to provide the State RRF leadership an
in-brief prior to conducting the SAV and out brief at the conclusion of the SAV. The RM
is the first level of communication in regard to issues pertaining to the DAC MEPS GC’s
performance and conduct.
G-4. MEPS DAC GC
The DAC MEPS GCs work at assigned MEPS throughout the regions. The DAC GCs
work for ARNG-HRR-O. The overall purpose of the DAC MEPS GCs personnel is to
provide federal oversight and assist the 54 RRBs in improving accession and shipping
quality controls within each MEPS. The DAC MEPS GC is considered the Senior
ARNG GC and will mentor all newly assigned AGR MEPS GCs. The DAC MEPS GCs
are responsible for supporting the ARNG MEPS office with applicant processing,
shipper management and overall office management. DAC MEPS GCs will conduct
training to the State RRFs when requested and are available to attend State training
functions when funding is available. DAC MEPS GCs will work to build esprit de corps
with their AGR (T32) counterparts in each office to provide good customer service to all
applicants, shippers, AGR Recruiting and Retention Non Commissioned Officers
(RRNCOs), ARNG leadership, and assigned USMEPCOM staff personnel.
G-5. Position Descriptions
All official Position Descriptions with all duties described above are available upon
request through the Regional Managers.
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Appendix H
Renegotiations & Cancellation Instructions
Step 1: Go to URL: https://arng.rsn.army.mil/arng-hrr/rob/_layouts/15/start.aspx#/
NOTE: a. User must be connected to VPN through Cisco AnyConnect Secure.
b. If one browser does not work, attempt to use an alternate (Internet Explorer,
Microsoft Edge, Google Chrome, ect…).
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Step 2: Select “ROC” located at the top of the SharePoint splash page.
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Step 3: Select the New Item hyperlink
NOTE: On the left side of this page you will find our POC’s along with helpful links and
documents on the bottom needed to submit new requests.
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Step 4: Fill out and select the appropriate information needed to staff the request, then
click “Save”.
Note: You can attach the required documentation from this screen by clicking on the
paperclip located at the top of the page.
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Step 5: After saving, the ROC Splash page will automatically update to reflect your
request located under “Management List”.
Once located, click on the PRID of your request (See next page)
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Step 6: Click on “Alert Me”. (See next page for screenshot)
Note: From this page, you can edit any information that may have been input incorrectly
or update/upload info and attachments in order to resubmit.
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Step 7: Choose the method and frequency that you wish to be alerted (eg: Text or
Email).

Note: Once Alerts have been turned on, notifications such as the one above will
populate based on the preference you selected. Dispositions can include – Started,
Approved, Disapproved, and Returned.

Note: The “Comments” and “Disposition” sections will show the status of your request
along with any comments from the ROC Team.
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